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CHAPTER ONE
Window in the Narrow Cove

The day before yesterday, Brother Narrative conveyed to me in confidence
a most interesting account. After hearing what he had to say, I asked
Narrative to reconsider the matter of confidentially. Instinctively I felt the
brothers should hear the story.

I also recommended that he put the account in writing. Narrative said
he’d let me know the following day, which was yesterday. Today I received
a note, along with a written document outlining his experience.

First the note:

Brother Story,
Much thanks for our time on Wednesday. Everyone needs a good
listener.
I’m sure there’s more to this saga than meets the eye. Just what, I’m
not quite sure.
In keeping with your request, I submit, in writing, the essence of
what I conveyed to you in person. Please feel free to share the
following as you wish.
Peace,
Narrative

Next, Narrative’s written account:

Quite late Tuesday night, I rose from my desk and peered out the leaded
window in the narrow cove. As I neared the window, a cool stream of air
seeped around the latched frame and fluttered past my cheek. Silently I
stood gazing out from the cove.

The view of Port Estillyen never disappoints. The sight from my third-
floor room always deposits something harmonious in my soul. I’m often



drawn to the cove late, when the monastery sleeps. On Tuesday night I
heard not a single creek, cough, or patter from the floors below.

I only heard the sound of wind softly whistling against the window, as if
wishing to enter. My focus centered on the pools of light below the slender
lampposts, lining the cobblestone street. My mind drifted from pool to pool,
as it had so many times before.

Through the misty fog, the lampposts looked like stalwart sentinels.
They appeared so upright, so dutiful, like guards riveted in place. A
motionless scene I observed, except for a single soul who entered the first
ring of light at the bottom of the lane. Aided by a cane, the lone figure
walked with an elderly gait.

Slowly, on his way to somewhere, he passed through the luminous rings.
Eventually he disappeared in darkness at the end of the lane. I wondered
about his identity, his route, his reason for passing at this late hour.
“Strange,” I thought, “he looks like a discarnate soul, not an actual person.”
I wanted to see his face, say hello, but on he went to where he went.

While continuing to gaze upon the scene, I also noticed raindrops land
on the diamond-shaped windowpanes. I studied how some drops would
cling to the glass briefly, then let go and disappear along the leaded strips.
Others moved in zigzag patterns, as if resisting the fall.

I thought, “Why do I think as I do?”1 I reflected on our work and my
good fortune of discovering the Order. Unwittingly, surprisingly, I had
become a message maker, weaving words of stories old into works new. I
thought, too, of Estillyen’s inspirational setting, how it uniquely befits a
storyteller.

Yet, I also felt perplexed, due to the fitful fray I had with words earlier in
the day. Words of worth did not flow. Nor had they flowed for days that
stretched back for weeks. Repeatedly I scrapped lines and phrases, along
with scribbled pages. Through it all I began to question myself, my ability. I
doubted not only my thoughts, but equally my doubts.

As I stood before the window, a line from King Lear came to mind:
“Who is that can tell me who I am?”2 A faint smile crept upon my face.
Why I smiled, I don’t know. I confess, a tinge of lunacy touched me. I saw
my face reflected in two of the innermost windowpanes. A strip of lead ran
diagonally across my right check. The strip sliced my portrait in half.

With my smile cut in two, I smiled the more and managed a soft
chuckle. Consequently, I bent my knees and framed my face in a lower



pane. The lead strip had gone, but the wavy glass transposed my chin into
an elongated V. So I rose and centered my face in an upper pane. No longer
distorted or slit in two, my face appeared perfectly framed. However,
another strip of lead severed my head.

I decided to disregard my fractured image in the panes and once again
focused on the lights along the lane. The pools of light on the vacant
cobblestone street provided a perfect backdrop for a mind in need of repose.
Then into the quiet moment, the foyer hall clock sent forth strikes that
echoed up the stairs. Strike followed strike until the twelfth had struck. I
knew Wednesday had arrived.

Not wanting to move amidst the chimes, I waited for silence. When it
arrived, I stepped from the window and returned to my desk. Despite the
hour, a steady stream of thoughts continued to race through my mind. I
determined to wrestle on, to pen them down.

I scribbled away, filling and bending pages over the top of the pad. After
a while I quit and pondered what I had scrolled. Somehow I felt assured that
the lines would read better in the light of day, swiftly approaching. At that
point, the tall clock dispensed its double strike. So I rose, clicked off the
light, and navigated to bed.

Comforted by the weight of the covers, I closed my eyes, slowly
exhaled, and fell fast asleep. Then, near half past three, I awoke to a stream
of light dancing on the ceiling. The light stretched across the ceiling and
part way down the wall. The streaming light emanated from the window in
the cove and widened in proportion to its distance from the window.

The spectacle I had witnessed before. Yet this time tree limb shadows
dueled away in the stream of light, creating a mesmerizing effect in the
darkened room. After a moment or so, I peeled back the covers and slipped
out of bed. As I stepped toward the window, the stream of light on the
ceiling steadily retreated with me. Ultimately the light illuminated just the
window and my frame.

Staring on, out of the corner of my eye I saw something move. To my
surprise, the lone figure that had appeared earlier reappeared. Just as before,
one by one, he passed through the rings of light. Although instead of
disappearing into the darkness at the end of the lane, he stepped into the
final ring.

There, in the center of the ring, he turned around and looked up at the
monastery, directly toward my window, or so it seemed to me. Next he



raised his cane in a sweeping motion, as if signaling someone to follow. No
one came forth because no one followed. Again he signaled with his came,
but this time with a motion more hurriedly.

I thought, “Surely his gestures have nothing to do with me.” To assure
myself, I whispered, “Surely not,” only to respond by asking myself, “Why
not?” Clearly he continued to stare in my direction. For a third time he
offered his sweeping motion. I could almost hear him say, “Come on, come
on.”

I shut my eyes, thinking I had dreamed the sight. Then the inexplicable
occurred. When I opened my eyes, I saw myself hurriedly exiting the
monastery’s front entrance. Believe me, even if you don’t. I’m telling the
truth.

While still in the cove, I watched myself move into another sphere. I had
become both witness and participant. In the first person, I acted; in the third
person, I observed.

Insane, I know. Nevertheless I swear that I watched myself race from the
entrance. I had a curious look on my face, rather resolute. I swiftly moved
along the path, but by the time I reached the pools of light, the stranger had
gone.

I called, but no one answered. Consequently I passed through the final
ring of light, thinking I’d still find him. At the end of the lane, I entered the
darkness, only to find it lit. I had stepped into a sphere beyond, a world I
knew well, yet not at all.

All that I experienced would take too long to tell. So, succinctly I’ll
summarize. When I entered Port Estillyen’s high street, the thoroughfare
swelled with visitors mingling among the locals. At the west end of the
street, a vendor from Fields and Crops sold chips, but no fish; no one asked
for fish. Chips alone seemed perfectly normal. I felt an insatiable appetite
for fish.

I moved on to McGowan’s Flower Shop and Bakery. I’d never seen the
shops so packed. Strangely, my senses operated both inside the premieres as
well as out. As I watched customers sniffing roses at the flower shop,
somehow I could smell what the sniffers smelled. At the bakery, when a
shopper picked up a loaf of bread, my fingers felt the crust. It seemed
totally unreal, but not at all frightening.

I continued on, making my way through the high street hubbub. Each
scene appeared as real as day, except for the time of day. Oddly, I couldn’t



distinguish day from night. The entire panorama appeared backlit.
Further, no one seemed to notice me, or me noticing them. Like at a

carnival or fair, people stood along the high street listening to vendors
calling out to the crowds. People eagerly moved along, swapping places.

At the three main attractions, people pressed in close to hear and watch
the staged presenters. These attractions drew hundreds of spectators.
Although the exhibits ran right next to each other, the sound from one did
intrude on the other. Again I thought, “How odd.”

At the edge of each crowd, people gathered in little huddles, chatting
incessantly. The intensity of speech struck me, as if everyone spoke at once,
without listening. I tried to grasp words and lines, but conversing lips
moved too swiftly. I caught a few phrases now and then, but not the
meaning conveyed. Communication didn’t really matter. Chatter for
chatter’s sake served both the means and the end.

Before long, I left the chattering behind and worked my way into the
first of the main attractions. I maneuvered into the crowd, but soon pressing
bodies locked me in near the middle of the mass.

Next to me, a mother stood with her teenage daughter. We faced the
front, with a good view of the raised stage. A bold red banner with white
lettering stretched tightly across the rostrum. The banner read “Platform
Building.”

Within a couple of minutes, a bald-headed man stepped forward,
wearing high-riding gold trousers, a white shirt, and a dark green vest. The
man’s presence instantly galvanized the crowd. I looked around to see
bulging eyes and attentive faces, as a hush settled in.

The speaker approached an old-fashioned metal mic, clutched the stand,
and began to speak. “Hello, folks,” he said. “Good to see you here, at this
particular place. You’ve arrived perfectly on time. No moment, of any hour,
could be better than the moment now. Fate has found you, brought you.

“So don’t be shy; press in close and even closer still. I’m not here to
obfuscate the truth. I’ve come to illuminate the wonders of technopoly, how
technique can thing for us.3 Come near, all who feel disenfranchised and
benched by life. You must get back in the game, and get in to win, which
you shall.

“I speak to you today of good fortune—your good fortune. Yes indeed,
benefactors of fortune; that’s who I see standing before me. What’s that you



say? Continue, continue—I shall, don’t worry. Your presence emboldens me
and reassures my conviction.

“My mission is a matter of upmost importance. I offer not a hocus-pocus
elixir, but words. Yes, certainly, substantive words that will undergird and
lift you. I offer you my word, in words. What more can I say? Two words, I
suppose, the words I now propose. Two of the most important words you’ll
ever here: Platform Building.

“Please, listen up; reject not the waves that resonate in your zone of
hearing. I’m speaking to you about Platform Building in the Age of
Technopoly. Yes, that’s it, the very title of my most recent book.
Technopoly, you ask, what’s that? ‘Technopoly is a state of culture. It is also
a state of mind.’4 The focus is grand, not granular.

“In our modern age of technopoly, the grand instruments of technology
aid us in aiding them. With technology we coexist, coevolve, and codevelop
the world of tomorrow, which is here today. We now live in the era of
digital narratives, which are creative amalgams of ‘human intuition and
emotion with machine logic.’5

“Technology helps us authenticate and authorize our cultural quests.
Technology brings out our true potential, lifting us from peasants to
potentates of human trajectory. As a late scholar once said, ‘We find our
satisfaction in technology, and take orders from technology.’6

“So right, so very right it is. Which would you prefer, an ill-tempered,
shortsighted, know-it-all boss with ulcers telling you what to do, or a
reasoned glass cube that offers options? Forget the days of roulette wheels.
They are as outmoded as cornerstones and rock foundations. Forget, too,
those who run around saying we live in an age of information glut. Do you
feel gluttonous by what you know?

“Take it from me; we are destined to proceed in the manner we have
been progressing. We must proceed ‘under the assumption that information
is our friend, believing that cultures may suffer grievously from lack of
information, which of course, they do.’7 Build your unique platform on
cubes of glass that process information as fast as light chasing light. Face
the facts, ‘The deck is stacked, economically and emotionally, in
automation’s favor.’8

“Don’t worry about all the vicissitudes that arise in the age of
technopoly. A model for the new world is now emerging. Our species is



trending toward Neom, a future new.9 Not a future chained to the
pessimistic past, but a breakaway future led by technological advancement.
‘Neom is a place for dreamers who want to create something new in the
world, something extraordinary.’

“With the right platforms to aid you, make you, you can crest the waves
of the future new with great agility. You must, however, learn the proper
techniques of platform building. You must be known, not unknown. You
must steer clear of sentimental bogs and mossy, retreaded legends.

“Listen, please, I know full well what it means to be tired of being you.
I, too, was like you, tired of being me, in a manner handed down by history.
Weighed down by life’s gravitational force, I trudged along in boggy
valleys of death, where the sun sets but never rises. Unseen, unknown,
alone, you trudge through the boggy valley facing death, but for what?

“The time has come for you to climb up out of that boggy, shadowy
valley. Platform Building in the Age of Technopoly will teach you the art of
making yourself known. Discover the true art of building an image of
yourself, which is not yourself—and needn’t be.

“Everything is different now. Being known for what you do is far more
important than what you do. In fact, that’s the most important thing to do.
Become known; free yourself from anonymity and the servitude bogs laid
down by man. Blog!

“Consider your image; care for it. It depends on you to promote it. In
turn, your image can do more for you than you can ever do for you. Ask not
what you can do for your image. That’s the old-school way, the way without
reward. Instead ask what your image can do for you. It’s so right that it
nudges toward righteousness. My words underlie the truth of reciprocity.

“Let us be clear. I know each of you shares the grief and sorrow of the
poor and needy among us. We must grieve with the grievers, mourn with
the mournful. It is meet and right so to do, and a joyful endeavor too.
However, hear this, and hear it sure: the very best you can do for the least of
these is to model what they, too, can be. Model their dreams. Build your
platform for the world to see.

“Hear me, my friends; this is the age of technoploy, of social
connections without needless communicative interjections, of
companionship without the demands of communion.10 Intense dialogue has
it place, but in many quarters it’s now passé. From your platform in the



social sphere, your image can soar with lighthearted flight. Boundless are
the spheres awaiting you.

“Know this: I’m with you in this redemptive quest. I live for you,
whether you’re for me or against me. My aim is to complete my course and
run the race destiny has prescribed. In sharing the efficacy of platform
building, each day I rise and my pace quickens. Weariness shall never catch
me.

“I’ve expended my all, so to speak, in setting forth the wonders of
Platform Building in the Age of Technopoly. Yet I’ve done so delightfully,
despite much hardship and pushback from taskmasters of rotting narratives.
To know that I’ve contributed to the betterment of mankind shall be my
reward, my only reward. You are my reward, if you are willing to be
rewarded.

“Yes, you’ve heard correctly. So hear! ‘The world of the ear is more
embracing and inclusive than that of the eye can ever be.’11 Despise not
sage advice that resonates in your eardrums and seeks to settle in your soul.
Depart, I tell you, from your selfish, myopic, private, self-serving ways.
Instead devote yourself to your platform. Serve it with an un-timorous
heart.

“The central tenant of my philosophy is clear. Lay down your burden of
self, and fix your eyes on your platform. Serve it, nurture it, and let your
image go where you shall never go. And get this: your image will have
followers, scads of followers following, and followers following them. It
doesn’t matter where your image goes; the point is being there.

“My book will teach you how to harness the perfect apps for building
your unique platform. You owe it to your image; don’t enslave your hopeful
projection. If you are for your image, and your image is for you, who can be
against you? Even the undertaker can’t take you under. Your image will be
bequeathed to you in a manner of reciprocity.

“My friends, today if you have ears to hear, despise not your rendezvous
with destiny. Wait no longer; time is ticking; today is the day of platform
building, now is the accepted time. What you are waiting for is waiting for
you. Pick up a copy of Platform Building in the Age of Technopoly and
follow me. Surrender yourself; build your platform.

“You haven’t a moment to lose. This morning, in anticipation of your
eagerness, I received a ready supply of my new book. How many do I
have? I’m not sure, but enough. We’ll crack open the crates and let you



have at ’em. You shall not go away empty-handed, and you’ll not be
refused. Now, just step over to the right of the stage where my assistants . .
.”

As the green-vested man carried on, I freed myself from the crowd.
Stunned, and jarred emotionally, I tried to make sense of what I’d just
experienced. As I broke free from the audience, I paused and closed my
eyes. I thought the insanity might wash away. I breathed slowly; it felt good
to breathe. I had to breathe.

When I opened my eyes, what I saw took my breath away. Shocked, I
found myself in the middle of the adjacent crowd. Everyone jockeyed for
position, trying to get near the stage. En masse, the crowd pressed forward.

A tall, skinny man sporting a wireless head mic suddenly appeared. With
velvety ease, he moved to the center of the platform and positioned himself
in front of a large assortment of blank screens. Arrayed on boxes and
stands, the screens covered the entire width of the platform.

For nearly a minute, the man spoke not a word. He simply stood in
place, smiling pleasantly and gazing down at crowd. As the seconds ticked
away, the audience jittered with anticipation. Then the thin man glanced at
his watch, stretched out his arms, and brought his bony hands together with
a sharp clap. Instantly, all the screens lit up, each displaying the topic of his
message: Discarnate Life.

At that, he began to speak. “Yes, discarnate life—that’s precisely the
topic I’m compelled to present to you today. You, me, all of us have already
grown ‘accustomed to substituting an abstract image for [our] physical
being. In fact, twentieth-century man—electronic man—has lived minus a
physical body for an entire century.’12

“Now we must progress, move on into the wondrous world of discarnate
life awaiting us. Dampen neither your enthusiasm nor your expectations.
Let them soar, and rightly so. You stand not at a precipice awaiting your
fall. You face a most propitious way of life: discarnate life.

“As I’ve traveled throughout this fair city port, I can see that in every
way you are a most ambitious people. You are the sort of people who strive,
who thrive on striving. I trust that my message on discarnate life will find
welcome receptivity. I’m sure it will. This new vista of augmented,
discarnate life is as important as life itself. The future has arrived to gift us,
to carry us where we were destined to be.
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